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Abstract: Recent technological advances in movement data acquisition have enabled researchers in many disciplines to study movement at increasingly detailed spatial and temporal scales. Yet there is little overlap in the sharing of methods and models between disciplines, despite similar research objectives and data models. Attempts to bridge this gap
are leading towards the establishment of an overarching interdisciplinary science, termed
the Integrated Science of Movement. Here we present opportunities and challenges of this
process and outline the crucial role that GIScience as a discipline with a focus on space,
place, and time can play in the integrated science of movement.
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Introduction

Movement is a basic property of human and animal behavior and is studied across many
disciplines. The study of animal movement is termed movement ecology, and its focus is to
understand competition for resources and interaction between individuals and species [23].
Ecologists pioneered animal tracking technology over 70 years ago and these techniques
are firmly embedded in contemporary ecology. In contrast, studies of human mobility are
found across many disciplines: Geographic Information Science (GIScience), quantitative
geography, transportation science, computer science, physics, and public health have all
contributed to study of human mobility.
Methodologically, there is a high degree of similarity in concepts, data, and methods
between disciplines; yet there exists a striking lack of interdisciplinary awareness that
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many problems (and solutions!) overlap. This has led to calls to bridge this gap, both
in terms of establishing a theoretical data science framework for movement [10] and in
terms of converging theories and concepts from the animal and human domains into a
new discipline—termed the integrated science of movement [21]. This will require efforts
to move out of our respective disciplinary silos and build connections, a process that is
already starting through interdisciplinary collaborations. We argue that GIScientists are
in a unique position to support the development of the integrated science of movement
through our linkages across disciplines.

2
2.1

Opportunities and challenges
Big data opportunities: new sources and data fusion

Movement data are increasingly combined with data generated by different sensors on a
tracking device. Co-located sensors measure properties of movement (e.g., accelerometers,
magnetometers, gyrometers) and of the state of the environment (e.g., air temperature,
salinity, wind strength) [32]. Other sensors provide data on interaction between individuals (e.g., proximity loggers in COVID-tracking apps [6]). In human mobility, wearable
devices (fitness watches), tracking implants, and physiological sensors can provide data
on the physical and emotional state of the person [7]. While locational measurements are
the basis of answering questions such as where, how, and when the object is moving, colocated sensors allow researchers to answer more complex questions, such as identifying
factors which influence movement behavior [32]. These sensors increase the volume and
complexity of data and pose new analytical challenges—new methods and data models are
needed to holistically represent and analyse movement data alongside co-located sensor
data.
Environmental data from remote sensing or from smart urban sensors are now also
widely used in movement analysis. Data experiments that combine movement, sensor
and environmental data are becoming an essential tool [4, 26]. Linking environmental and
movement data introduces the problem of scale, as the spatial and temporal resolution of
movement data rarely aligns with the spatial and temporal resolution of ancillary datasets
about the environment. New methodological approaches are needed to study ways to
find the appropriate scale for combining movement and environmental data in a way that
preserves the accuracy of environmental information at the location and time of the moving
object. Current solutions include multi-source data fusion [3], but new solutions are needed
for unusual and geometrically complex environmental data (e.g., satellite data on Earth’s
magnetic field, dynamic traffic congestion data).

2.2

Big data problems: geoprivacy

An integrated science of movement has potential for finding solutions to the most pressing
global problems—such as human contact tracing during the COVID-19 pandemic [6]—
which, however, requires wide and open access to movement data [27]. Movement ecology is at the forefront of this open data culture, as ecologists regularly share data online
(see Movebank.org, Motus.org). Human mobility research has not reached the same level
of data openness, owing to sensitive nature of individual movement data. Unfortunately,
at present, methods for anonymising or preserving individual privacy are still in their inwww.josis.org
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fancy [14]. At present, no anonymisation method is able to both provide sufficient privacy
protection while maintaining the utility of anonymised data [27]. There are three possible
paths forward to address this conflict. First, we can draw on the concept of differentially
private environment [17], where aggregated data in form of collective movement patterns
do not provide information about any individual. Second, we can combine the first concept
with generalisation of sensitive attributes [8]. Third, we can use individual and collective
simulations to create representative synthetic movement data, while not releasing real data;
thus, safeguarding privacy [28].

2.3

Big models: machine learning and artificial intelligences

Modern movement data sets are large, and many cannot be analysed using traditional
methods. This has led to an increase in the use of machine learning (ML) and artificial
intelligence (AI) methods. While ML/AI for movement is not new (see [2]), methods such
as deep learning have recently become popular [12]. ML/AI methods are excellent for narrow tasks that require fast analysis of a large amount of data (e.g., to predict individual
movement from videos of animals or pedestrians [30, 33]). A downside of their applications is that in many ML/AI studies (in particular in human mobility) these tools are
applied without a deep understanding of the application domain. A further issue is that
ML/AI methods replicate biases present in data and subsequently disadvantage specific
individuals/groups [29]. A final common theme in ML/AI is that these new, computationally demanding and therefore also environmentally costly models only provide a marginal
improvement against more established methods.
We do not discourage the use of ML/AI for movement research, but we emphasise
the importance of careful consideration of the following. Like other methodologically focused studies, it is crucial that ML/AI movement researchers establish collaborations with
domain experts to extract domain-relevant inferences from the results. The trend of performing the newest method on an old data set (e.g., those openly available on the internet)
and (over)claim significant results has yet to produce new or exciting insights about either
human or animal movement. Future work should therefore strive to make interdisciplinary
connections to leverage the opportunities ML/AI methods provide and real questions in
movement analysis. Movement research should also ensure to follow the ethical principles
of ML/AI [20].

2.4

Big problems require interdisciplinary collaborations

Studying how people or animals make movement decisions in response to environmental
conditions is inherently complex and this requires interdisciplinary collaborations between
animal and human movement researchers [21, 32]. A particularly relevant example at this
moment in time is the global collaboration on wildlife-human interaction during COVID19 lockdown in the period of the so-called anthropause [25]. This initiative brings together
ecologists, data scientists, and human mobility experts from over 300 teams from across
the world to explore how animals have reacted to wide-scale changes in people’s movements during the COVID-19 pandemic. Countries with extreme lockdown (China, Italy,
Spain) registered less air pollution, less noise and less human presence to which animals responded by invading urban spaces. In other countries (Germany, Scandinavian countries),
people were encouraged to take daily exercise in parks, which resulted in more frequent
JOSIS, Number 21 (2020), pp. 25–31
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contact between wildlife and people. This initiative will link animal tracking data, human
data (e.g., data from Strava), and environmental data (e.g., satellite data on air pollution,
data on traffic-induced seismic noise [19]) to explore global changes in interactions between
animals and humans.

3
3.1

Opportunities for GIScience
Places and pathways

Integrated science of movement is the study of the places people and animals visit and
the pathways they use to move between them. These simple concepts underlie many of
the modern movement models that are used to separate movement data into sequences of
stops (which are associated with places) and more active movement periods (associated
with pathways) [5, 15]. To date, we have made much more progress using movement data
to understand pathways—which is not surprising given that the reason we often collect
movement data is to understand the movement part of the activity. However, significant
opportunities exist for taking a more place-based emphasis, to explore the places individuals visit [31] and the sequences in which they are visited [3].

3.2

Timing space and spacing time

Movement is an inherently spatio-temporal process, yet most modern methodologies focus
strictly on either of space or time. In movement, there is nothing spatial that is not temporal,
but many movement studies have traditionally ignored this (studies of animal home ranges
and human activity spaces being typical examples where time is ignored); although this is
slowly changing [9, 22]). Other examples of explicitly considering space and time as one
single entity include capturing spatio-temporal patterns of co-occurrence [16] and finding
repeating patterns of movement in space and/or time [13]. With its long-term tradition
of spatio-temporal analysis, GIScience can lead in the integrated science of movement, to
develop more robust and scalable spatio-temporal measures that can be applied across both
animal and human movement research.

3.3

Scales of movement

Patterns of movement manifest across different spatial and temporal scales [23]. Further,
our ability to capture these patterns is dependent on the spatial and temporal scale at which
we collect, represent, and analyse movement data [18]. A well-known problem in regional
geographical analysis is the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP [24]) which shows that
analysis performed at different spatial scales or using different aggregation shapes can lead
to fundamentally different insights. While an integrated science of movement places emphasis on individual movement, it does not mean that similar aggregation effects do not
exist for human mobility. Similarly, in movement ecology, aggregation of movement data
across different spatio-temporal scales of an individual’s lifetime track can lead to different
inferences about resource use and competition [23]. GIScience theories of scale can contribute to better understand the scales of human [1] and wildlife [11] movement, and how
our analysis choices influence patterns and the inferences we make from them.
www.josis.org
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Conclusions

We live at an exciting moment in time where we are effortlessly creating increasingly complex data on movement and environmental conditions that affect movement. There is a
need for these data to be integrated and analysed together, which creates big and complex data science challenges. We, as GIScientists, are, through our understanding of space,
time, scale and spatio-temporal processes, uniquely placed to help solve these challenges.
Through this we can provide the missing link between animal and human movement research and contribute to establishment of the integrated science of movement.
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